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The Standard Model is one of the accurate theories that we have. It has demonstrated its success
by predictions and discoveries of new particles such as the existence of gauge bosons W and Z
and heaviest quarks charm, bottom and top. After discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 Standard
Model became complete in sense that all elementary particles contained in it had been observed.
In this thesis I will cover the particle content and interactions of the Standard Model. Then I
explain Higgs mechanism in detail. The main feature in Higgs mechanism is spontaneous symmetry
breaking which is the key element for this mechanism to work. The Higgs mechanism gives rise to
mass of the particles, especially gauge bosons.
Higgs boson was found at the Large Hadron Collider by CMS and ATLAS experiments. In the
experiments, protons were collided with high energies (8-13 TeV). This leads to production of the
Higgs boson by different production channels like gluon fusion (ggF), vector boson fusion (VBF)
or the Higgsstrahlung. Since the lifetime of the Higgs boson is very short, it cannot be measured
directly. In the CMS experiment Higgs boson was detected via channel H → ZZ → 4` and via
H → γγ.
In this thesis I examine the correspondence of the Standard Model to LHC data by using signal
strengths of the production and decay channels by parametrizing the interactions of fermionic
and bosonic production and decay channels. Data analysis carried by least squares method gave
confidence level contours that describe how well the predictions of the Standard Model correspond
to LHC data.
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The Standard Model (SM) is one of the accurate theories that we have. It has deepened
our understanding in elementary particle physics and throughout the decades it has
demonstrated its success by predictions and discoveries of new particles such as the
existence of gauge bosons W and Z [1, 2]. The SM has also led to prediction of the
existence of heaviest quarks charm [3], bottom [4] and top [5] which were found in
1974, 1977 and 1995 correspondingly. The most ambitious prediction was done by
Peter Higgs when he predicted the existence of new scalar boson (Higgs boson) in 1964
that gives particles their mass [6]. After discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 SM
became complete in the sense that all elementary particles contained in it had been
observed [7].
The Higgs mechanism revolves around the spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB)
which is the key element for this mechanism to work. The SSB describes the situation
where a symmetric state ends up in asymmetric state and where the Lagrangian obeys
symmetry, but the (lowest-energy) vacuum solutions do not exhibit the same symmetry.
When the system ends up in one of the vacuum solutions, the symmetry breaks although
the Lagrangian preserves the symmetry.
In the experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), protons are collided with
each other at high energies (8-13 TeV) to produce Higgs boson via different production
channels like gluon fusion (ggF), vector boson fusion (VBF) or the Higgsstrahlung.
Since the lifetime of the Higgs boson is very short, it cannot be measured directly. At
CERN the ATLAS and CMS experiments have confirmed the existence of the Higgs
boson. In CMS experiment Higgs boson was detected via channel H → ZZ → 4` [8]
and via H → γγ in the ATLAS experiment [9].
Despite the accurate predictions and success of the SM in particle physics, it still
cannot anwser some questions. It is unable to explain dark matter, hierarchy problem
or baryon asymmetry. Hence SM is not a complete theory. This means that we need to
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extend SM somehow. One way to do this is to make extensions to Higgs sector as two-
Higgs-doublet models, triplet models or Higgs portal models which includes interactions
with dark matter. Also one may implement supersymmetry into SM which is minimal
supersymmetric SM (MSSM).
In this thesis I give a general overview of the SM and go through Higgs mechanism
and its principles thoroughly. The main focus of the thesis revolves around Higgs boson,
its properties and how SM predictions correlate with the LHC data.
Chapter 2
The Standard Model
The Standard Model is a theory in particle physics which describes the fundamental
forces in the universe. These forces are gravitational force, electromagnetic, strong and
weak interaction. However the SM describes only three of these forces, not including
gravity. All known elementary particles are classified as fermions or bosons. Further-
more the interactions can be described by different fields in the quantum field theory
(QFT) where for each particle type there is a corresponding field i.e. electrons. The
particles are interpreted as excitations in the fields.
Although the theoretical predictions and sufficient experimental confirmation of
the particles such as the top quark, tau neutrino and Higgs boson, the SM lacks as the
complete theory of the fundamental forces for not including gravity. It does not explain
matter-antimatter asymmetry (baryon asymmetry), describe accelerating expansion of
the universe which could be explained by dark energy. Also the SM does not explain
neutrino oscillations and their non-zero masses or explain theory of gravitation.
In the following sections we will describe the SM more deeply. For instance
mathematical formulation, underlying symmetries in the SM and particle content.
2.1 Particle content of the Standard Model
All existing matter around us consists of elementary particles, leptons and quarks
to be exact [10]. There is total of six quarks and six leptons, electron, muon and
tau with each corresponding neutrino. The quarks and leptons can be divided to
three generations. The lightest of these are contained in the first generation. Heavier
particles decay quicker than the lighter ones. Quarks are paired in three generations
as follows: up and down quark, charm and strange quark and for last top and bottom
quark. Leptons are paired with corresponding neutrinos in three generations, electron
3
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Figure 2.1: Elementary particles of the Standard Model [11].
and electron neutrino, muon and muon neutrino and tau and tau neutrino. Electron,
muon and tau have a negative charge but neutrinos are almost massless and neutral in
charge.
The interactions between particles are mediated by gauge bosons which are force-
carrier particles. Each interaction has its own corresponding gauge boson. Electro-
magnetic force is carried by photon, strong interaction by gluons, weak interaction by
W+,W− or Z bosons. The force-carrier of the gravity, ”graviton” is yet to be found.
Quarks, leptons and gauge bosons are illustrated in the Figure 2.1. The particles inter-
act with each other with gauge bosons. Neutrinos interact only via weak interaction i.e.
W or Z boson. Quarks can interact with photon, gluon or W and Z bosons. Leptons
like electrons can not interact via strong interaction so they interact with photon or
weak gauge bosons. Furthermore the bosons can interact with each other like Higgs or
Z bosons and gluons. These interactions are represented in the Figure 2.2.
2.2 Quantum electrodynamics
Quantum electrodynamics (QED) is a relativistic quantum field theory of electrody-
namics in particle physics. It describes how matter and light interact with each other.
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Figure 2.2: Summary of interactions between particles in the Standard Model [15].
It satisfies both principles of quantum mechanics and special relativity. QED is a math-
ematical description of electrically charged particles interaction via virtual photons.
The QED was developed by several physicists like Dirac, Feynman, Schwinger
and Tomonaga but major contribution came from Dirac by his description of radia-
tion and matter interaction and using an ensemble of harmonic oscillators to describe
the quantization of the electromagnetic field by introducing creation and annihilation
operators of particles [12], [13].
Schwinger took account the self energy of the electron which can be added to
regular mass of the electron. The Hamiltonian transforms slightly due to this effect
and small correction arises to the electron mass. Then electron mass and charge can
be renormalized from the interaction of radiation and matter. This correction is used
for the electron in the external magnetic field and it is measured with high precision.
This is applied to hydrogen and deuterium atoms hyperfine structure with accurate
results. Still there is a slight disagreement with the theory and experimental data [14].
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2.2.1 Gauge invariance of the QED
Dirac gave the quantum mechanical description for the spin-12 charged particles. He
combined special relativity and quantum mechanics to produce the Dirac equation
(iγµ∂µ −m)ψ = 0, (2.1)
where γµ are the Dirac matrices and m is the mass of the electron. The Dirac equation
comes with the four-component spinor ψ(x) which includes both particles and antipar-
ticles. The Dirac equation arises from the Euler-Lagrange equation. By introducing
the Dirac Lagrangian for the spinor field ψ(x) by satisfying free-particle Dirac equation
LD = iψγµ∂µψ −mψψ = ψ(i/∂ −m)ψ, (2.2)
from which Feynman notation is used /∂ = γµ∂µ. Now using Euler-Lagrange equation









and consequently the spinor field ψ satisfies the Dirac equation
(iγµ∂µ −m)ψ = 0. (2.4)
The QED is a gauge theory with the symmetry group of U(1). By performing a gauge
transformation for the adjoint spinor ψ and spinor ψ as follows
ψ → ψ′ = e−igeαψ, (2.5)
ψ → ψ′ = eigeαψ, (2.6)
where ge and α are constants. Using transformations (2.5) and (2.6) and applying them
in the Dirac Lagrangian, the equation (2.2) gives
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and therefore Dirac Lagrangian is invariant under global U(1) transformations. Now
consider a local transformation for the spinor ψ(x)
ψ(x)′ = e−igeα(x)ψ(x), (2.7)
where ge is now a strength parameter (electromagnetic coupling constant). By looking
the second term (mψψ) of the Dirac Lagrangian LD in equation (2.2), it is clearly
invariant under local gauge transformation. The first term is not since by the definition
ψ is formed to transform differently than x and ∂µψ depends on the neigbourhood of
x. Applying the local transformation represented in the equation (2.7) to ∂µψ(x)
∂µψ
′ = ∂µe−igeαψ = e−igeα[∂µ − ige(∂µα)]ψ 6= e−igeα∂µψ. (2.8)
Thus LD is not locally gauge invariant in U(1). In order to restore the gauge in-
variance, a covariant derivative must to be defined which is gauge invariant in local
transformations. The covariant derivative satisfies the condition
Dµψ → D′µψ′ = e−igeαDµψ. (2.9)
This form is obtained by introducing a gauge field Aµ as follows
Dµψ = (∂µ + igeAµ)ψ. (2.10)
The Aµ transforms as
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A′µ = Aµ + ∂µα. (2.11)
Now calculating D′µψ′ yields
D′µψ
′ = (∂µ + igeA′µ)e−igeαψ = e−igeα(∂µ + igeAµ)ψ = e−igeαDµψ. (2.12)
Thus the Lagrangian LD is locally gauge invariant. Applying the gauge transformation
to the Dirac Lagrangian LD (2.2)
LD → L′D = iψγµDµψ −mψψ
= iψγµ∂µψ −mψψ − ge(ψγµψ)Aµ
= ψ(i/∂ −m)ψ − ge(ψγµψ)Aµ
= LD − ge(ψγµψ)Aµ (2.13)
= LD + Lint. (2.14)
New term appeared due to covariant derivative in (2.13), which we shall call the
interaction term denoted by Lint. So far we have found the way to describe charged
leptons coupled with the photons with the interaction term Lint. The interaction
term electrons and positrons are created or destroyed with each other but photons
can be created or destroyed singly. These two events can be illustrated with Feynman







Figure 2.3: Pair production in QED: on the left electron-positron annihilation and on the right
creation of positron and electron from the photon.
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Now the fermion coupling is described by Dirac Lagrangian LD and interactions
between fermions and photons is described by the interaction term Lint. The QED La-
grangian does not yet describe electromagnetic field interaction. The kinetic term for
the gauge field Aµ is needed which is quadratic in the derivative of the field and preserv-
ing gauge invariance of the Lagrangian. By introducing the electromagnetic field tensor
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, (2.15)
where Aµ is a photon field. This is clearly invariant quantity thus can be added to
Lagrangian by contracting Lorentz indices. This term can be represented as CFµνF µν
where the constant C is chosen to be 14 for the convenience. The desired term is
now quadratic in the derivative and Euler-Lagrange equations match the relativistic
formulation of the Maxwell equations. Now we have full description of the interactions




µν + ψ(i/∂ −m)ψ − ge(ψγµψ)Aµ
= LEM + LD + Lint.
2.3 Quantum chromodynamics
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is a theory that describes strong interaction
between gluons and quarks. The QCD is constructed with same analogy as the QED.
Instead of photon, the QCD force-carrier particle is called a gluon which transmits
the strong force between particles of matter that carry a colour charge. Therefore the
strong interaction is limited only to subatomic particles, quarks that form hadrons
such as protons, neutron and mesons (composed of a quark and an antiquark). Gluons
can self-interact with each other but in QED photons can not.
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2.3.1 Gauge invariance of the QCD
The QED had the U(1) local gauge invariance. Now in QCD this is not the case, the
corresponding gauge invariance is obtained in SU(3) local phase transformations [16],
ψ(x)→ ψ′(x) = eigsα(x)·T̂ψ(x), (2.16)
where αa(x) are eight functions of the space-time coordinate x that are related to the
generators of the symmetry group SU(3) which are T̂ = {T a}. These generators can
be expressed as eight Gell-Mann matrices
T a = 12λ
a, (2.17)












































The additional degrees of freedom of the wave function ψ is caused by 3 × 3
matrix representation of SU(3) generators. The additional degree of freedom is called
colour with three different states labelled by red, green or blue. The local gauge
transformation of the SU(3) can be interpreted as rotation of the states in the colour
space. By applying the transformation to the Dirac equation, it becomes
iγµ
[
∂µ + igs(∂µα) · T̂
]
ψ = mψ. (2.18)
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To keep the Dirac equation gauge invariant in the local transformations, eight new
fields needs to be introduced as Gaµ, where each Gaµ corresponds the generators of the
group SU(3). Defining the covariant derivative Dµ as
Dµ = ∂µ + igsT aGaµ, (2.19)
allows us write the Dirac equation as follows
iγµDµψ −mψ = 0. (2.20)
In order to Lagrangian be invariant under local transformations, the gauge transfor-
mation needs to be introduced
Gkµ → Gk
′
µ = Gkµ − ∂µαk − gsfijkαiGjµ. (2.21)
The term gsfijkαiGjµ appeared since the generators of the SU(3) does not com-
mute and the structure constants fijk are defined with the commutation relations
[λi, λj] = 2ifijkλk. Because of this relation, the QCD is a non-Abelian gauge theory.
The additional term gives rise to the gluon self-interaction which is illustrated in







Using commutator of two covariant derivatives to compute gluon field tensor Gkµν ,
Gkµν = ∂µGkν − ∂νGkµ + gsfijkGjµGkν . (2.23)






















µνk is the kinetic term of the gluon field and ψ(x) is the quark field.
2.3.2 Gluons and colour
The structure of the QED is similar to QCD. In QED the interaction is mediated
by single generator of U(1) in local gauge symmetry which corresponds a massless
photon. In QCD there is eight gluons which correspond the generators of the SU(3).
The single charge in QED is replaced by three red, green and blue colour charges
which are orthogonal states. Only the particles that carry a non-zero colour charge
can couple with gluons. This means that leptons i.e. electrons can not couple with the
gluons and have strong interaction. Like in QED the antiparticles have an opposite
electric charge compared to particles. By similar manner the antiquarks have an
opposite colour charge to quarks, r, g, b. The colour states can be expressed in the

















The gauge invariance in local transformations of SU(3) implies conservation of the






Now the vertex factor of the QCD can be identified as





The interaction differs only by the Gell-Mann matrices in the QCD interaction, which
can only act quark wave function that have a colour charge. The Feynman diagrams
of the strong interaction can be constructed by labelling quarks with colour and gauge
invariant gluon fields Gνµ that corresponds the generators of the SU(3) [17]. There is
no restriction for quarks interacting with same or different colour. The coupling in the
QCD vertex is given by the coefficient that corresponds gluon four-potential for the


































For instance Gµ8 has a factor of gs2√3 and G
µ
3 has a factor of gs2 in the interac-
tion of two red quarks. When different colour quarks interact, the coupling factor can
change. For the interaction rb → rb the coupling factor for the red quark is gs2√3 and
− gs√3 for the blue. When dealing with the antiquarks the coupling factor flips sign of
the corresponding factor. Furthermore, when dealing with electromagnetic interaction,
the strength of the interaction is proportional to the product of the two coupling
factors ∝ g2s . Defining the colour factor C which is equal to coefficient in front of g2s
from the product of the two coupling factors. The sign of the colour factor indicates if
the interaction is repulsive or attractive. The negative sign is attractive and positive
is repulsive. The colour factor for the process C(ik → jl) can be calculated as follows






where λa are the Gell-Mann matrices. For the same colour process i.e. (rr → rr), the
calculation yields
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= 13 . (2.28)
Because of the colour symmetry of the group SU(3), it is guaranteed to have
same results for all colours r, g and b. Therefore we have the result
C(rr → rr) = C(gg → gg) = C(bb→ bb) = 13 . (2.29)
The colour factor for the process containing different colour quarks i.e. rb→ rb is














= −16 , (2.30)
where 11 and 33 are only non-zero terms that contribute to the colour factor. By the
SU(3) colour symmetry, other similar processes have the same colour factor,
C(rb→ rb) = C(rg → rg) = C(gr → gr)
= C(gb→ gb) = C(br → br) = C(bg → bg) = −16 (2.31)
Now for process that reverses the order of the colours C(ij → ji), the colour factors are,
C(rb→ br) = C(rg → gr) = C(gr → rg)














= 12 , (2.32)
where the only non-zero terms come from the 12 and 21 positions. In the in-
teraction that involves different colours like interaction (rb → bg), it has a colour
factor of zero due to fact that none of the λ-matrices has non-zero entries in both ji













Figure 2.5: Examples of the four different quark-quark scattering.
and lk positions described in the equation (2.27). This leads to colour factor to be
zero. These quark-quark interactions are illustrated in the Figure 2.5.
2.4 Electroweak unification and interactions
So far we have discussed gauge theories of the QED and QCD. The QED is the most
simple, Abelian quantum field theory (QFT). The difference between QCD and QED
is the symmetry groups that correspond the interactions in the both cases. In QED the
gauge invariant group is U(1) and in QCD the corresponding group is SU(3) which is
a non-Abelian gauge group with eight distinct generators that indicate different gluon
fields and quark interactions. The weak interactions differ from both of these theories
since it comes in two types, neutral and charged-current interactions, mediated by a
Z boson and W± bosons. The distinction of these two types of interactions involve
different types of couplings between leptons and quarks, the W boson can couple only
left-handed fermions and change flavour in the interactions unlike the Z boson that can
couple with either left-handed or right-handed fermions. Furthermore the electroweak
theory is a chiral, non-Abelian gauge theory which symmetry can be spontaneously
broken [18].
The term chirality refers to left- and right-handedness of a particle. The chiral
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where γ5 ≡ iγ0γ1γ2γ3. In a chiral gauge theory, the left-handed and right-handed
fermions are defined by













There is total of seven different chiral spinors for a one generation of the particles: one
left-handed for neutrino and both left- and right-handed for quarks and the charged
lepton i.e. electron. Electroweak gauge group is constructed by taking a direct product
of the groups U(1) and SU(2), so that GEW = SU(2)W × U(1)Y , where subscript Y
stands for a hypercharge andW for weak isospin. The corresponding assignment of the
quantum numbers grouping into representations of the gauge group is obtained in the
following way: The group SU(2) has a one dimensional singlet representation and also
higher dimensional representations starting with the two dimensional doublet. Lep-
tons and quarks are not allowed to mix due to fact that the colour does not change nor
the handedness of the fields under weak interactions. If that were to happen it would
violate Lorentz symmetry. The Abelian factor, U(1)Y has only one-dimensional repre-
sentations and therefore it is possible to assign different hypercharges to the singlets
and doublets of SU(2)W .
Neutrinos interact only with left-handed fermions. The interactions are me-
diated by W± and Z bosons and the W± bosons couple only with left-handed
fermions ψL. These conditions indicate that right-handed fields has to be form of a
singlet and left-handed fields doublet states from uL and dL for quarks and for lep-




 , lL =
νL
eL
 , uR, dR, eR, (2.35)
with the corresponding hypercharges of the fields







2 − 1, (2.37)
where the hypercharges are determined from electric charge and isospin of the quarks
Y = Q− I3. Only the left-handed fermions have non-zero isospin I3. The hypercharge
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for singlets uR, dR, eR is same as their electric charge. The isospin I3 = ±12 of the
left-handed fermion is assigned with same sign as their electric charge, from which
we obtain the hypercharges in (2.37). The gauge group SU(2)W has three distinct




 , σ2 =
0 −i
i 0




and three gauge fields W Iµ , I = 1, 2, 3. A gauge field that corresponds the group U(1)Y
is Bµ. Now the covariant derivative can be defined for the left-handed fields as
DµψL =
(
∂µ + igW̃µ + ig′Y Bµ
)
ψL, (2.39)
where W̃µ = 12σ
IW Iµ . The right-handed fields do not couple with the W bosons
due to a fact that right-handed fields are singlets under the group SU(2)W . The
corresponding covariant derivative for the right-handed fields is then
DµψR = (∂µ + ig′Y Bµ)ψR. (2.40)
We need to transform the fields Dµψ same way as the fields ψ in the SU(2)L × U(1)Y
gauge transformation, the gauge transformation is needed for thee fields Bµ andWµ [19]










where UL(x) = ei
σj
2 α
j(x), j = 1, 2, 3, is the generator of the group SU(2)L. We see that
the gauge transformation for the field Bµ corresponds gauge transformation for the
photon in QED and the coupling of the field ψ to Bµ is also free like in QED. Fields
W iµ are gauge invariant under SU(2)L transformations like the gluon fields in QCD.
This implies that the Dirac Lagrangian is invariant under local gauge transformations.
The gauge-invariant kinetic terms for the fields Bµ and Wµ are obtained by using
commutation relations for the fields and representing the Bµ in the form of the
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electromagnetic field tensor Fµν ,


















µν = ∂µWν − ∂iνW iµ + gεijkW jµW kν . (2.45)















The Lagrangian gives rise to gauge field self-interactions of cubic and quartic order









Figure 2.6: Self-interaction vertices of the gauge boson.
Gauge bosons do not have the mass term since the gauge symmetry prevents it.
Fermion mass term cannot either be written due to couplings with both right- and
left-handed fields since electroweak interactions are only possible for the left-handed
fermions. This means that fermion mass term violates SU(2) gauge symmetry. Weak
interactions mediated by W+ and W− bosons change flavour. In the case of quarks,
the up type quark is transformed into a down type quark and vice versa. Illustration
of the charged-current weak interaction is provided in the Figure 2.7.
Fermions can also interact via neutral-current interactions which involve neutral
gauge fields W 3µ and Bµ. These fields can be identified as a photon γ and Z boson.












Figure 2.8: Neutral-current interaction mediated by a photon and the Z boson.
The neutral-current interaction does not change flavour. Photon interacts same way
to both chirality states of the fermions and therefore the gauge boson Bµ cannot be
interpreted as the electromagnetic field. Neutral-current interactions are described by
Feynman diagrams in the Figure 2.8.
Furthermore the mixing of the fields W 3µ and Bµ can be expressed as in terms of




 cos θW sin θW




The gauge bosons Aµ and Zµ are linear combinations of the fields W 3µ and Bµ and
couplings g and g′,
W±µ =





= W 3µ cos θW −Bµ sin θW , (2.48)
Aµ =
g′W 3µ + gBµ√
g2 + g′2
= W 3µ sin θW +Bµ cos θW , (2.49)




The Higgs mechanism is one the most important theories in the Standard Model. It
explains how the particles and gauge bosons i.e. W or Z bosons acquire their mass
without breaking gauge theory. The mechanism was developed by Peter Higgs, Robert
Brout and François Englert in the 1960s and they won the Nobel price in 2013 by the
discovery of the Higgs boson based on Higgs publication related to gauge boson masses
[6].
3.1 Real scalar field
To understand this mechanism we first consider a simple toy model which is one
dimensional respect to scalar field φ. After that we define the potential V (φ) using φ4
theory and Lagrangian L using the formalism of the QFT. In φ4 theory the potential
has the form [21]
V (φ) = 12µ
2φ2 + λ4φ
4, (3.1)
where λ > 0 and µ is an arbitrary constant. Now we can write down the Lagrangian
by using the formalism of the QFT including the kinetic term of the scalar field
1
2 (∂µφ) (∂
µφ). The Lagrangian is then
21
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L = 12 (∂µφ) (∂
µφ)− V (φ)




By looking at the potential term, we notice that the form of the potential depends on
the values of µ2. If µ2 > 0, the potential has only one minimum value at point φ = 0,
but if µ2 < 0, it has two minima at points






The potentials of different cases are shown in the Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Potential V(φ) of the scalar field φ where µ2 > 0 (left) and µ2 < 0 (right) [21].
The values for field φ in the equation (3.3) are the vacuum expectation values
(vev). To find the energies of the particles in this potential, we choose the case φ = v
and investigate the behaviour around the minimum of the potential V (φ). We need to
introduce a new scalar field h such that φ = v+η and the vacuum state of this new field
h is zero i.e. 〈0|η|0〉 = 0. Now we expand the scalar field h in the form of Lagrangian
around the minimum η = 0. This yields an extra interaction and self-interaction
terms for the field h. Writing them in the form of the Lagrangian in equation (3.2) gives































− λvη3 − λ4η
4.
(3.4)
By using the relation µ2 = −λv2, we see that linear term cancels out and we are left with
L = 12(∂µη)(∂




We identify the mass term of the scalar field η as m2η = 2λv2 = −2µ2. The terms η3










Figure 3.2: Cubic and quartic self-interactions of the scalar field η.
The mass term mη was generated from self-interactions of the field η. By
simply comparing the Lagrangians from the equations (3.2) and (3.5), we see that
the initial Lagrangian has only even power terms respect to the scalar field φ and
the Lagrangian in the equation (3.5) has one cubic term in terms of η. This means
that the initial Lagrangian is symmetric under transformation φ → −φ. This is
simply called parity transformation. But applying parity transformation to the
field η does not work. The symmetry is broken and we cannot apply η → −η
anymore. This is a simple example of the spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB)
which we will use in next section with the complex scalar fields. After the SSB
occurs, one has to choose one of the other vacuum states, φ1 = v or φ2 = −v.
After this decision we have only one unique vacuum state without symmetric prop-
erties of the initial Lagrangian. The potential of the Lagrangian with the field η is then
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V (η) = λv2η2 + λvη3 + λ4η
4 − λ4v
4. (3.6)
We notice that the potential has theoretically a minimum at η 6= 0, but this ruins the






η2 + 3vη + 2v2
)
= λη (η + v) (η + 2v) = 0. (3.7)
The potential V (η) has 3 extrema at points η = 0, η = −v and η = −2v. Correspond-
ing values are then

V (η = 0) = −λv44 < 0
V (η = −v) = λv4(1− 1 + 1/4− 1/4) = 0
V (η = −2v) = λv4(4− 8 + 16/4− 1/4) = V (η = 0) = −λv44 < 0.
(3.8)
We have one extremum at η = −v and two minima that share same value −λv44 at
points η = 0 and η = −2v. Since there is two minima with same depths we can choose
one of them to be the true vacuum state and for the convenience the minima at point
η = 0 is chosen since it satisfies our desired condition 〈0|η|0〉 = 0.
3.2 Complex scalar field
Now that we have gone through the real scalar field Higgs potential, we can move
to the complex scalar field φ = 1√2(φ1 + iφ2). As in previous section, the initial
Lagrangian has same form but now it is a complex field [21]
L = 12(∂µφ)
∗(∂µφ)− µ2φ∗φ− λ(φ∗φ)2, (3.9)
where λ > 0. When the transformation φ→ φ′ = eiαφ is applied to the Lagrangian, it
stays invariant thus it has a global symmetry U(1). Now writing the newly introduced
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Higgs potential in terms of φ1 and φ2








1 + φ22)2. (3.10)
We have two cases for the µ2, it can be positive or negative. For the case µ2 > 0, the
potential has a minimum when both fields φ1 and φ2 are zero. If µ2 < 0, we have an
infinite set of minima defined as




The shape of the potential depends on the sign of µ2, it becomes paraboloid with
non-degenerate minima when both fields are zero for µ2 > 0. However, when µ2 < 0,
the potential forms "mexican hat" style potential which is illustrated in the Figure
3.3.
Figure 3.3: Higgs potential for complex scalar field when µ2 < 0 [22] .
Now in the Mexican hat potential the physical vacuum state corresponds one point
on a circle of infinite set of minima breaking the global U(1) symmetry [16]. Since the
vacuum state is a circle, we can choose it to be in real direction (φ1, φ2) = (v, 0). Now
by defining fields φ1 and φ2 as φ1(x) = η(x)+v and φ2(x) = ξ(x), the field φ(x) becomes
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φ(x) = 1√
2
(η + v + iξ). (3.12)
The Lagrangian immediately takes form
L = 12(∂µη)(∂
µη) + 12(∂µξ)(∂
µξ)− V (η, ξ), (3.13)
where the potential V (η, ξ) = µ2φ2 + λφ4 can be expressed as in terms of the fields η,
ξ and using relation µ2 = −λv2








(v + η)2 + ξ2
]2
= −14λv
4 + λv2η2 + λvη3 + 14λη
4 + 14λξ
4 + λvηξ2 + 12λη
2ξ2. (3.14)
By looking at the potential, we can identify the mass in the term quadratic in field η.
The mass of the field is simply then mη =
√
2λv2. The mass term for the field η can
then be extracted and we are left with the kinetic terms, mass term and interaction








µξ)− Vint(η, ξ), (3.15)
where the interaction potential is




4 + λvηξ2 + 12λη
2ξ2. (3.16)
The Lagrangian in (3.15) represents field η with the mass mη =
√
2λv2 and massless
scalar field ξ, which gives rise to massless scalar particles, Goldstone bosons.
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3.3 The Higgs boson
Now that we have considered real and complex scalar fields, we move towards the
Higgs mechanism in the Standard Model, which is responsible for giving masses to the
particles. In this section we first extend the discussion of the complex scalar field to
the SSB in the presence of a local gauge symmetry U(1). In the local gauge symmetry
the symmetry group depends on also the spatial coordinates. This means that the
field φ(x) needs to be invariant in the local gauge transformation [23]
φ(x)→ φ(x)′ = eigα(x)φ. (3.17)
The complex scalar potential remains the same as in previous section but Lagrangian
changes as
L = (Dµφ)(Dµφ)∗ −
1
4FµνF
µν − V (φφ∗), (3.18)
where
Dµφ(x) = ∂µφ(x) + igBµφ(x), Dµφ(x)∗ = ∂µφ(x)∗ − igBµφ(x)∗ (3.19)
and
V (φφ∗) = µ2φφ∗ + λ(φφ∗)2, Fµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ, B′µ = Bµ − ∂µα. (3.20)
By calculating the kinetic term, the whole expression of the Lagrangian becomes
L =− 14FµνF
µν + (∂µφ)(∂µφ)∗ − µ2φφ∗ − λ(φφ∗)2
− igBµφ∗(∂µφ) + ig(∂µφ∗)Bµφ+ g2BµBµφ∗φ. (3.21)
Now we use again a shifted vacuum state and noting that physical vacuum is chosen
to be φ1 + iφ2 = v, the field φ becomes
φ(x) = 1√
2
[(v + η) + iξ] (3.22)
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and the Lagrangian has familiar form
L = 12(∂µη)











where Vint contains three- and four-point interactions of fields η, ξ and Bµ. By looking
at the Lagrangian, we can see it is similar to Lagrangian in (3.15). This newly
obtained form has one term which is hard to interpret, namely gvBµ(∂µξ). By using
freedom to redefine the field Bµ to clear up the terms that involve the massless field
ξ. Then we have [24]
1
2(∂µξ)















where we have chosen α = −ξ/gv. This choice is called a unitary gauge and it changes
the field φ accordingly. Now we may perform the local gauge transformation with the
unitary gauge. Transforming the field φ allows us to introduce new scalar field h as
follows
φ→ φ′ = e−iξ/vφ = e−iξ/v 1√
2
(v + η + iξ) ≈ e−iξ/v 1√
2
(v + η)(1 + iξ/v)
≈ e−iξ/v 1√
2
(v + η)eiξ/v = 1√
2
(v + η) = 1√
2
(v + h), (3.25)
where we have dropped higher order terms and introduced the real h-field. By using
this specific gauge, we can get rid of the massless field ξ and the additional degree
of freedom (DoF) comes from the broken gauge symmetry. This gives mass term for
the gauge boson. The field ξ couples to the field Bµ and it has an additional DoF
and therefore additional longitudinal polarization state. The SSB grants additional
DoF for every broken generator which is known as the Goldstone theorem [25]. The
Lagrangian in the unitary gauge is then
















Figure 3.4: Interactions between Higgs and gauge field with Higgs field self-interactions.
L = (Dµφ)(Dµφ)∗ −
1
4FµνF
µν − V (φ∗φ)
= 12(∂µ + igBµ)(v + h)(∂
µ − igBµ)(v + h)− 14FµνF




µ(v + h)2 − 14FµνF





















where we have ignored the term λv4/4. The U(1) local gauge theory gives rise to
the interaction terms of the gauge field Bµ and the physical scalar field h. These
interactions are illustrated in the Figure 3.4. The mass of the gauge boson is identified
from the equation (3.15) which is
mB = gv. (3.27)
However the vacuum expectation value (vev) and the strength of the coupling of the
gauge boson is directly connected to the Higgs field and Higgs boson. The mass of the




As we can see from the expressions for masses of the bosons, the vev acts as a scale
for the mass.
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3.4 The Standard Model Higgs
The formulation of the Higgs mechanism in the SM differs from the section 3.3.
The SM takes also into account the gauge symmetry of the electroweak interactions
SU(2)L × U(1)Y with the gauge bosons W±µ ,W 3µ and Bµ [26]. The Higgs sector of the










The masses of the gauge bosons are extracted from Higgs Lagrangian that consists of
Higgs potential and the kinetic term of the Higgs field. This can be written as
LH = |DµΦ|2 − V (Φ†Φ). (3.30)
The Higgs potential and the covariant derivative are
V (Φ) = µ2Φ†Φ + λ(Φ†Φ)2, (3.31)




where τa = 12σ
a are the generators of the SU(2) symmetry group and hypercharge
is Y = 2(Q − I3). The lower component of the Higgs doublet is neutral and has the
isospin I3 = −12 . This leads to hypercharge to be Y = 1. When µ
2 < 0, the potential
has an infinite set of degenerate minima that satisfies the condition
Φ†Φ = 12(φ
2
1 + φ22 + φ23 + φ24). (3.33)
When the gauge symmetry is applied, it allows us to get rid of degrees of freedom that
are not physical. In this case we use unitary gauge, so we can set φ1 = φ2 = φ4 = 0
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With the definition of the covariant derivative in (3.32), we can express the kinetic





2(W 1µ + iW 2µ)(W (1)µ − iW (2)µ)(v + h)2
+ 18(gW
3
µ − g′Bµ)(gW (3)µ − g′Bµ)(v + h)2. (3.35)
The mass terms for the gauge boson fields can be extracted as quadratic in the terms



























The expression of (3.36) tells us that there exists three massive gauge bosons.
The kinetic terms for the gauge fields Bµ and W aµ are canonically normalized and
diagonalizing the masses by defining
Zµ ≡ cos θwW
3
µ − sin θwBµ
Aµ ≡ sin θwW 3µ + cos θwBµ
⇔






where θw is the Weinberg angle. This angle is defined with the coupling constants g
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If we now consider the term gW 3µ − g′Bµ from the Lagrangian and use the definitions
from above, we obtain



















g2 + g′2Zµ. (3.42)
The mass for the Z boson is acquired from the Lagrangian (3.35) by identifying the
mass term,
L ∼ 18(v + h)
2(gW 3µ − g′Bµ)2
= 18(g
2 + g′2)(v + h)2ZµZµ
= 18(g
2 + g′2)v2ZµZµ +
1
4(g
2 + g′2)vhZµZµ +
1
8(g
2 + g′2)hhZµZµ, (3.43)





g2 + g′2 = gv2cos θw
= mWcos θw
. (3.44)
With similar procedure, the gauge field Aµ can be interpreted as a massless neutral
gauge boson, photon and represented as
Aµ =
g′W 3µ + gBµ√
g2 + g′2
with mA = 0. (3.45)
The SM Higgs model is described with four parameters with electroweak sym-
metry breaking. Two of these parameters come from Higgs potential λ, µ and
two from the gauge couplings g′ and g of the group SU(2)L × U(1)Y . The mass of
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and m2H = 2λv2. (3.46)
By using measured values for the coupling constant g and the mass of the W boson
as well as relation mW = 12gv, we find that the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs
field is
v = 246 GeV. (3.47)




Properties of the Higgs boson
The Higgs boson was discovered at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) from CMS and
ATLAS experiments [8], [28]. In the CMS experiment Higgs boson was discovered
through proton-proton collisions at the centre-of-mass energy being
√
s = 7 TeV. The
search of the Higgs was focused on five decay modes: γγ, ZZ,W+W−, τ+τ− and b̄b.
The two main decay modes with best mass resolution are γγ and ZZ, which indicate
that mass of the Higgs boson is around 125 GeV. The ATLAS experiment searches Higgs
boson where it produces a resonant mass peak in the decay channels H → ZZ → 4`,
H → WW → `ν`ν and H → γγ.
4.1 Production of the Higgs
In proton-proton collisions the Higgs production occurs via gluon fusion (ggF) and
vector boson fusion (VBF), where V refers to W or Z gauge bosons. These are main
production mechanisms for the Higgs boson. Gluon fusion production mechanism is
dominated by top-quarks (ttH diagram). The lowest order Feynman diagram for the
Higgs production with ggF is shown in the Figure 4.1. Higgs production from the











Figure 4.1: Higgs production via gluon fusion.
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Figure 4.2: Higgs production via Higgsstrahlung and vector boson fusion.
Regarding the Higgs production, the ggF, gg → H + jets has the largest cross
section respect to other production processes [29]. The ggF process occurs through
a loop diagram which is dominated by the top quark as indicated in the Figure 4.1.
The loops that contain lighter quarks, other than the top quark, are suppressed by the
factor which is proportional to m2q, where mq is the mass of the quark. This means
that it is good to assume that Higgs is produced via top quark loop in ggF for qqH
coupling. Since we are dealing with the gluons, the QCD radiative corrections must be
taken account. The ggF cross section has been measured very precisely at the next-to-
leading order (NLO) and the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO). These terms can
be compared to the perturbative expansion in strong coupling constant αs in QCD.
The NLO corrections of the QCD improve the leading-order (LO) prediction by 80%.
In addition, the NLO increases the prediction by 20%. For the Higgs boson mass
mH ≈ 125 GeV, there is also NLO corrections for the electroweak sector which increase
the cross section slightly, approximately 5%.
After the ggF, the next largest cross section in the Higgs boson production is due
to VBF [29]. This process is illustrated in the Figure 4.2, where Higgs is produced
in pp collisions, which creates W and Z bosons. Furthermore they annihilate each
other to create the Higgs boson. Another channel is Higgsstrahlung, where quark and
antiquark pair annihilate to create W or Z boson, which then emits the Higgs. In
VBF, the scattered quarks form two hard hjets which distinguishes them from the ggF
process. Similar process to VBF is production of the W and Z boson (VH) along with
the Higgs. The corresponding cross section comes from the process pp → VH + X,
where the corrections of the QCD has been computed up to NNLO and electroweak
corrections up to NLO. Higgs boson radiates to top quarks in the process pp → Htt̄.
This channel can give an insight for Higgs decay into other quarks like b quarks when
considering quark-Higgs Yukawa coupling. Total cross section is increased 20% by LO
and NLO QCD corrections. In the Figure 4.3 Higgs boson production cross section is
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represented in pico barns as the function of the centre-of-mass energy in pp collisions
for every production channel.
Figure 4.3: Cross sections of the SM Higgs boson production channels for mH = 125 GeV [29]. The
width of the bands indicate the uncertainty of the process [30].
4.2 Decay channels and measurement of the Higgs
boson
Now that we know the production mechanism of the Higgs boson, we can now focus
on decay channels. Since the Higgs boson is massive (125 GeV), it cannot be measured
directly due to its short lifetime ∼ 10−22 s, so we need to consider its decay channels
to measure its mass [31]. The first observations of the Higgs boson were made through
γγ, ZZ and WW channels which were studied in the CMS experiment [8]. Other
channel that could be used to measure Higgs boson mass is H→ ZZ → 4`, which was
done by the CMS [32]. The decay channels to two photons (diphoton channel) of the
Higgs is illustrated in the Figure 4.4.
The mass of the Higgs boson is measured using a resonant peak in the mass mγγ
in diphoton channel [9]. This peak is observed from the monotonically decreasing mass







Figure 4.4: Feynman diagrams for the decay channel H → γγ.
distribution of themγγ. The mass of two diphoton is calculated by using energies of two
photons and relative directions respect to production vertex. Then a neural-network
algorithm based on primary vertex and on track information is used to reconstruct
primary vertex candidates. The events that are selected will be divided into different
categories based on their signal-to-background ratios and mass resolution. Furthermore
after an initial selection the events are selected by the pseudorapidity to be |η| < 1.37
or 1.52 < |η| < 2.37 for the two photon candidates that are identified. The events are
selected if the ratio of transverse energy respect to diphoton mass is ET/mγγ > 0.35
and 0.25 respectively. These constraints allows us to limit the diphoton invariant mass
to be in range 105 GeV < mγγ < 160 GeV.
The peak in the diphoton mass spectrum indicates a signal of Higgs boson [33].
The distribution for the signal is determined empirically and can be modelled as a
double-sided Crystal Ball function. The function consists of Gaussian peak in the dis-
tribution, where Higgs boson signal creates a peak and both sides of the Gaussian part
distribution obeys power law. Regarding the mass resolution, most of the contribution
for the non-Gaussian part is due to photon that is converted into an electron-positron
pair γ → e+e−. Diphoton invariant mass value is used to parametrize the invariant
mass distribution of the background for all categories. The parameters are fitted in
the data. Resulting outcome for invariant mass spectrum of the diphoton mass mγγ is
shown in the Figure 4.5.
Similarly to decay channel H → γγ, Higgs boson can be computed using decay
channel into four leptons as H → ZZ → 4` [8]. The corresponding Feynman diagram
for the decay ZZ → 4` is shown in the Figure 4.6, where ` is either e or µ. Event
selection takes also place in this experiment. For the selection, electrons must have
at least transverse energy pT > 7 GeV and pseudorapidity of |η| < 2.5. Muons on
the other hand must have pT > 5 GeV and |η| < 2.4 respectively. The lepton pairs
of muons and electrons from Z boson decays must originate from same vertex, which
indicates decay of the Higgs boson. After the decay to lepton pairs, the radiation is
produced in the final state and can be used to compute lepton-pair invariant mass.
Selected events for the decay channel ZZ → 4` fall in mass range of 110 < m4` < 160
GeV, where m4` is the four-lepton invariant mass. The mass distribution of the four
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leptons gives us the histogram that is shown in the Figure 4.7. It is easy to notice that
there is a peak in the Z boson mass region (90 GeV) as well as smaller peak around
the mass of the Higgs boson (125 GeV) where the masses are reconstructed.
Figure 4.5: Diphoton invariant mass distribution of all selected data events with fit. Each category
of data and signal are weighted by factor ln(1 + S/B), where S and B are yields of background and
data in mγγ . The background is described by blue dotted line, signal by black line and signal +








Figure 4.6: Higgs boson decay channel into four leptons H → ZZ → 4` (` = e, µ).
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Figure 4.7: Mass distribution of the four-lepton decay channel H → ZZ → 4` [8].
4.3 Branching ratios of the Higgs boson
To understand and interpret the data and measurements from the LHC, we need to
calculate all decay widhts Γi of the Higgs boson [29]. The branching ratios of the decay
channels are calculated by using ratio BRi = Γi/Γtot for each process. From the CMS
and ATLAS experiments of the LHC, the dominant decay channels of the SM Higgs
boson with mass of 125 GeV are H → bb, H → WW , H → τ+τ−, H → ZZ and
H → γγ. Some decays like H → µ−µ+ and H → γZ are harder to detect, since they
have low decay rates and lack presence of background, which produces same particles
in the final state as the main decay channels. Decay channels that contain a loop, like
H → gg, H → γZ and H → γγ give indirectly information about the fermionic and
bosonic couplings WW, tt on Higgs boson. Branching ratios of the main decay modes
are shown in the Figure 4.8 and their corresponding numerical values in the Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.8: Branching ratios of the main decay channels for the SM Higgs boson with mass of
mH = 125 GeV [29].
Decay channel Branching ratio
H → bb 5.77 · 10−1
H → WW 2.15 · 10−1
H → gg 8.57 · 10−2
H → ττ 6.32 · 10−2
H → cc 2.91 · 10−2
H → ZZ 2.64 · 10−2
H → γγ 2.28 · 10−3
H → Zγ 1.54 · 10−3
H → µ+µ− 2.20 · 10−4
Table 4.1: Numerical values of the branching ratios for main decay modes of the SM Higgs [34].

Chapter 5
Fitting SM to LHC data
Now that we have gone through the properties of the Higgs boson, it is time to fit
the obtained data from the LHC to SM. Higgs has five main production channels in
proton-proton collisions, which were ggF, VBF, ttH and VH. These are illustrated in
the Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Decay channels that we are focusing on are bb, ττ, ZZ,WW
and γγ. To measure the yield of the Higgs boson and its SM expectation, we need
to study signal strengths of different production and decay modes [35]. For a specific








Here σi (i = ggF, VBF, VH, ttH) stands for cross section of the production
channel i → H and BRf branching ratio for the decay channel H → f ,
(f = bb, ττ, ZZ,WW, γγ) respectively. In the SM the signal strengths of both
decay and production channels are one (µi = µf = 1). In the experiments, only the
product of signal strengths can be extracted from the data because we would need to
make more assumptions for the cross section and branching ratio. Then, the combined





In this case we study how the SM Higgs boson fits the latest LHC results from
CMS with the center of mass energies
√
s = 13 TeV. All combinations from the
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ggH VBF WH ZH ttH
H → bb 2.51+2.44−2.01 - 1.73+0.70−0.68 0.99+0.48−0.45 0.91+0.45−0.43
H → ττ 1.05+0.53−0.47 1.12+0.45−0.43 - - 0.22+1.03−0.88
H → WW 1.35+0.20−0.19 0.28+0.64−0.60 3.91+2.26−2.01 0.96+1.81−1.46 1.60+0.66−0.59
H → ZZ 1.22+0.24−0.21 −0.09+1.02−0.76 0.00+2.32+0.00 0.00+4.26+0.00 0.00+1.51+0.00
H → γγ 1.15+0.21−0.18 0.68+0.59−0.45 3.71+1.49−1.35 0.00+1.13+0.00 2.14+0.87−0.74
Table 5.1: Best-fit signal strength values µfi = µi × µf for each given production and decay channel
i→ H → f . The uncertainty of each signal strength is ±1σ [35].
production and decay channels are given in the Table 5.1. To study how SM Higgs fits
the latest CMS results, we consider an effective Lagrangian of form which describes















where interaction terms for bosons are multiplied by aV and fermions by af . Third
term has a colour singlet scalar and a vector boson. Mass parameters are fixed to the
physical masses of the corresponding particles and vw stands for the electroweak (EW)
vacuum expectation value, vw = 246 GeV. One may notice that if we set aV = af = 1,
we have interaction terms of the SM. Since the combined signal strength depends on
the cross section and branching ratio as defined in the equation (5.2), we can write
them separately in terms of the coupling coefficients aV and af in equation (5.1).
Therefore we have for the production channels [36],
µV BF = µWH = µZH = |aV |2, µttH = µggF = |af |2 (5.4)
and
µbb = µττ = |af |2, µZZ = µWW = |aV |2 (5.5)
respectively for decay channels.
The diphoton decay channel H → γγ appears to be a little problematic since it
has both fermionic and bosonic decay channels as illustrated by Feynman diagrams
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in the Figure 4.4. It has a top quark and W boson loop of the same order. Now we
need to compute its amplitude as the function of aV and af . By using the analytical
formula given in [37], we write






|aV F1(τW ) + afNcQ2tF1/2(τt)|2, (5.6)
where Nc = 3 is the number of colours, GF is the Fermi constant, Qt is the electric
charge of the top quark and τj = 4m2j/m2h, i = W, t. Previous equation can further
simplified as
Γγγ(af , aV ) =
α2g2m3h
1024m2Wπ3




























































, τ < 1.
(5.10)
Using numerical values for the constants mW = 80.4 GeV, mh = 125 GeV, α = 1/137
(fine structure constant) and g = 0.653 yields the signal strength for the decay
µγγ = ΓγγΓγγ(aV = 1, af = 1)
≈ 0.024 (1.83af − 8.32aV )2 . (5.11)
Now we use the signal strength values from the Table 5.1 to calculate signal
strength values for µexp(af , aV ) as the function of the parameters aV and af from the
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Lagrangian (5.3). To obtain the best fit values for the both parameters, we use the
method of least squares which is further described in Appendix A. The idea of the
method is to minimize χ2 function with the respect of aV and af . Then the function
that needs to minimized is [39]





where µobs is the observed signal strength and δµobs is its error. Due to signal strengths
µi = µf = 1 in the SM, it is reasonable to expect that the parameters aV and af are
close to one. After the minimization, we calculate the 1σ, 2σ and 3σ confidence level
(CL) regions by using formula χ2 = χ2min+δn [40]. Here δn denotes the values of ∆χ for
two parameters. The corresponding values for the CL regions 1σ = 68%, 2σ = 95% and
3σ = 99.7% are δ1 = 2.30, δ2 = 6.18 and δ3 = 11.83. These CL regions form contours
in the (aV , af ) -plane. This is illustrated in the Figure 5.1. Compared to the prediction
of the SM (aV , af ) = (1, 1), the best fit is really close to it (aV , af ) = (0.97, 1.04).
Figure 5.1: Two parameter fit for aV and af . The red, yellow and blue regions correspond 1σ, 2σ




In this thesis we took a general overview of the Standard Model like its particle content
and interactions, which are electromagnetic, strong and weak interaction. Gravity is
not included. In the end of first chapter was noticed that the electroweak unification
combines electromagnetic and weak interaction into one, electroweak interaction.
Then we moved to Higgs mechanism and discussed its main principles and how
particles acquire mass through the spontaneous symmetry breaking which is a crucial
phenomenon. SSB can occur for the global and local gauge symmetry from which in
both cases have different but similar outcomes. SSB of the global symmetry creates
massless Goldstone bosons where as the breaking of local gauge symmetry induces
massive gauge fields. SM Higgs is based on the electroweak symmetry breaking that
creates Goldstone bosons which give longitudinal degree of freedom. This leads to
masses of W± and Z bosons.
After the in depth look into Higgs mechanism, we went through the properties of
the Higgs boson like its lifetime, production, decay channels and how it is detected in
the first place at the LHC. In proton-proton collisions the Higgs can be produced
via gluon fusion (ggF), vector boson fusion (VBF) or Higgsstrahlung. Due to its
short lifetime Higgs boson cannot be measured directly. In the ATLAS and CMS
experiments, very specific decay channels were chosen to investigate the decay of the
Higgs to determine its mass which turns out to be around 125 GeV. In the CMS
experiment decay channel H → ZZ → 4` and in ATLAS H → γγ.
Finally we fitted SM to LHC data by examining the signal strengths for the pro-
duction and decay channels µi and µf , then carried data analysis for the combined
signal strength µfi . Every signal strength could be written in terms of coupling coeffi-
cient of the effective Lagrangian. Diphoton decay channel involved more analyzing due
to W boson and top quark loops. Minimization of the χ2 function yielded the best fit
for the parameters aV and af . After that 1σ, 2σ and 3σ confidence level region could be
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extracted and form contours in the (aV , af ) -plane. The contours give us information
about how well SM predictions correspond to LHC data. The best fit was really close
the SM estimation.
Even though the accurate results of the SM, especially masses of the gauge bosons,
there is still open questions which SM cannot give explanation. For instance, the
hierarchy problem where there is an enormous difference between the Planck mass and
the gauge boson masses. Other big problems are the dark matter, neutrino masses and
baryon asymmetry which indicates an extra source of CP-violation. Hence SM is not
a complete theory so it needs extensions. One way to extend SM is to make extensions
to the Higgs sector. Possible extensions are two-Higgs-doublet models, triplet models
and Higgs portal models which may also provide for dark matter candidates. These
models are further described in [41, 42, 43]. Also implementing supersymmetry into
SM with minimal supersymmetric SM (MSSM) is discussed in [44].
The methodology developed in this thesis for the analysis of the Standard Model
can be extended to similarly analyse and constrain various beyond the Standard Model
scenarios with extended scalar sectors.
Appendix A
Statistics
This is summary and theory of the statistics in the data analysis in Chapter 5. Com-
plete review can be seen in the reference [40].
Suppose that we have likelihood L(θ) = P (x|θ) and set of measured quantities
x for a set of parameters θ = (θ1, . . . , θN). Values of θ that give maximum L are
defined as maximum likelihood (ML) estimators. Using the properties of logarithm,




= 0, i = 1, . . . , N. (A.1)
Generally likelihood can be written as product of n statistically independent quantities
x = (x1, . . . , xn), where each component of x follows certain probability distribution
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The method of the least squares (LS), which is used in this thesis, coincides with
the maximum likelihood. By considering a set of n measurements with known points
xi and values for measurements yi that are distributed as Gaussian PDF with mean
µ(xi;θ). The variance σ2 is assumed to be known. The logarithm of the likelihood
function contains the sum of the squares






We note that by maximizing L, values of the parameters are same that if we minimize
the function χ2(θ).
Constructing confidence intervals is performed when the data consists of one
random variable x which follows Gaussian PDF. If there is more than one vari-
able, the multivariate Gaussian is used. Considering simplest case, where variance
σ2 is known and the measured value x falls in the range [µ−δ, µ+δ]. The probability is












where erf is the Gaussian error function. For a specific choice of δ, we can construct
confidence intervals. Choosing δ = σ gives α− 1 = 68.27% if σ is known. This interval
is known as a standard error. Using the different values of δ we can construct the Table
A.1 which contains frequently used values for α.
α δ α δ
0.3172 1σ 0.2 1.28σ
4.55·10−2 2σ 0.1 1.64σ
2.7·10−3 3σ 0.05 1.96σ
6.3·10−5 4σ 0.01 2.58σ
5.7·10−7 5σ 0.001 3.29σ
2.05·10−9 6σ 10−4 3.29σ
Table A.1: Area of the tails α outside of the interval [µ− δ, µ+ δ] for Gaussian distribution.
In the particle physics experiments we are interested 5σ or higher confidence level
regions when searching new particles. This is due to the fact that we are convinced that
the results are not influenced with statistical errors or fluctuations of the background.
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When the parameters that maximize L(θ) or minimize χ2(θ), one finds contours
with constant lnL or χ2. This means that confidence level regions are determined by
lnL(θ) ≥ lnLmax −∆ lnL, (A.7)
or for the χ2 case
χ2(θ) ≤ χ2min + ∆χ2. (A.8)
When there’s several parameters, the value for 2∆ lnL or ∆χ2 changes according to
the number of the parameters involved. In the Table A.2 coverage probability 1− α is
represented with different number of parameters.
(1− α)% m = 1 m = 2 m = 3
68.27 1.00 2.30 3.53
95.45 4.00 6.18 8.03
99.73 9.00 11.83 14.16
Table A.2: Values of ∆χ2 or 2∆ lnL which correspond to coverage probability 1 − α for different
number of parameter m.
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